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7.1 History Interim Assessment
To what extent was strong leadership the main reason for the
Norman Conquest of England?
Task:
Q1) Describe two key features of a good leader in 11th Century England ( 4 marks)
Feature 1 (name a quality that a good leader needed).
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Detail (now add detail to the feature that you have named above, say briefly why this was important or
describe an example of an 11th Century leader who had this quality and how it helped them).
______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Feature 2 (name another quality that a good leader at this time would have benefitted from)
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Detail (now add detail to the second feature that you have named above, the detail that you add must be
relevant to the second feature – briefly say how this second quality was useful or why it was important)
Source A

Q2)

i)
ii)

Source B

Sources A and B are two AngloSaxon objects found by
archaeologists at Sutton Hoo in
Suffolk. The buckle is made from
gold and the complicated designs
involve animals and birds.
The
iron helmet has a beautifully
decorated face mask. It shows
scenes of war, such as a warrior on a
horse trampling an enemy.

Name one thing that source A and source B tell us about the Anglo-Saxons (look at the
information given with the sources (the provenance), what does it state about each source).
Name one thing that source A and source B infer about the Anglo –Saxons (infer means hints at
or implies but doesn’t explicitly tell us)
(total – 4 marks)

Source A tells me _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Source B tells me _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Source A infers _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Source B infers _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
What knowledge of should have I acquired at this point?
RAG Rate
Knowledge

R

A

G

The Anglo-Saxons arrived in England shortly after the Roman Empire left Britain. They
formed different tribal kingdoms across the North, East and South of the country.
Anglo-Saxon England was a prosperous country because it had excellent farmland and
towns called burhs where trade took place. London and York were the largest AngloSaxon towns and attracted traders from across Europe.
The significance of the tithing, collective responsibility and weregild in controlling
society and maintaining leadership.
A good leader also had to; have a strong military record, be able to communicate with
their people, be related to the previous monarch and have God on their side.
The three main contenders to the throne in 1066 were:Harold Godwinson, Harald
Hardrada and William Duke of Normandy.

Feedback Task
Self assessment with model answers for students to compare their answers to.
Students use the model answers to improve their initial responses/ or for those who achieve full marks,
describe two features that a 21st Century leader would need today or explain which quality would still be
relevant today.

7.1 Hstory End of Composite Assessment
Essay Question: ‘The main reason why William won the Battle of Hastings was because of his strong
leadership’. How far do you agree?
You may use the following prompts in your answer:
 William’s feigned retreat
 The Battle of Stamford Bridge.
 You must also use information of your own
(16 marks)
In order to answer a ‘How far do you agree...’ question you need to look at different sides of the argument
and then explain your own judgement in relation to how far you agree (a lot, little or not at all). Two
prompts are given for you; one will help you to agree with the statement, the other will help you to
disagree with the statement. You must also use and explain at least one example of your own to get the
highest marks. Don’t forget to support each point that you make (in relation to the question) with specific
examples (evidence) and to explain how the point and evidence agree or disagree with the statement in
the question.


Introduction
Make an opening judgement in relation to the question.
Give an example of what William did that shows he was a good leader
Paragraph 1 – Justifying William’s leadership skills in his victory at Hasings
Explain examples of William’s strong leadership and how they helped him win the Battle of Hastings
What did William do before the battle started to strengthen his position?
What did William do to keep up the morale of his men?



Paragraph 2 – Strengthening your argument in relation to the quesion
Explain another example of William’s strong leadership.
What did William do during the battle which had a good outcome?



Paragraph 3 – Disagreeing with the question (on the other hand…)
Explain an example of Harold’s strong leadership.
Why did the Witan choose Harold as the King of England when Edward died?
What decisions did Harold have to make before the battle that William didn’t?
How did the battle start for William and why?



Paragraph 4 – Agreeing or disagreeing with the question
What was the Normans greatest strength and what was responsible for it?
What was the Anglo-Saxons greatest weakness and what /who was responsible for it?



Conclusion
Overall how far do you agree with the statement in the question and why?
What is the most important piece of evidence to support your judgement and why?

Teacher Assessment and Student Reflection
The focus of this assessment period was: ‘The main reason why William won the Battle of Hastings was
because of his strong leadership’. How far do you agree?

The student’s effort was (circle): Cause for Concern
Not successfully learning the
curriculum
You achieved 7 or fewer marks
Effort:
Your answer_________
was mainly
descriptive:

You described William’s
leadership skills used in the
Battle of Hastings.

You described other
reasons why the battle was
won.

You gave a basic
unsupported judgement in
relation to the question.

A few key words were used
accurately in your answer.

Good

Outstanding

Successfully learning some of the
Successfully learning most of the
curriculum
curriculum
You achieved 8 – 12 marks
You achieved 13-15 marks
_________/20
Your answer Mark:
mainly consisted
of
Your answer was consistently
explanations:
well argued throughout and
 You explained how William’s supported with a range of valid
evidence:
leadership skills helped him
to win the battle.
 You gave a clearly argued
account of how William’s
 You explained a different
different leadership skills
side of the argument for
helped him to win the battle.
why William won.
 You explained another side to
 Most of your explanations
the argument which was
were supported with valid
clearly argued and supported
examples.
with relevant examples.
 You gave an overall
 You compared both sides of
judgement which was
the argument directly before
explained.
making and explaining your
 You used key words
overall judgement.
accurately throughout most
 You explained what was the
of your essay
most
important piece of
evidence in support of your
overall judgement.
 Your
work
consistently
included relevant key words
used accurately.

Literacy
Literacy Marking Foci
Capital letters are incorrect or
missing
Punctuation is incorrect or missing
There is a spelling error
The sentence does not make sense
due to grammatical errors

Reflection Task

Satisfactory

Successfully learning all or nearly
all of the curriculum
You achieved the full 16 marks
Evidence of additional home
learning research.

Presentation Focus
Margin Code

•

Make sure your work is presented correctly

C

•

Draw graphs / tables / diagrams with a pencil/ruler

P
S

•

Label diagrams

•

Write in full sentences

G

•

Underline headings

Teacher Assessment and Student Reflection
The focus of this assessment period was:
The student’s effort was (circle): Cause for Concern
What Went Well

Outstanding

Mark: _________/20

Literacy

Reflection Task

Good

Even Better If

Effort: _________

Literacy Marking Foci
Capital letters are incorrect or
missing
Punctuation is incorrect or missing
There is a spelling error
The sentence does not make sense
due to grammatical errors

Satisfactory

Presentation Focus
Margin Code

•

Make sure your work is presented correctly

C

•

Draw graphs / tables / diagrams with a pencil/ruler

P
S

•

Label diagrams

•

Write in full sentences

G

•

Underline headings

